
Thank you once again for the nomination for PGA coach of the year. Third time lucky maybe? 

Golf coaching in South Africa is getting stronger, more competitive and globally recognised year on 

year and it is a privilege to be a part of it. Great coaching and access to technology is getting easier 

for the player to get in touch with than it was just a decade ago. So I’m finding myself looking to do 

more with my clients to expose them to different thoughts and add value to their lessons long after 

its completion in order to keep up with global trends in coaching, feedback and reporting. 

I am spending more time with them on course and setting up real play scenarios than I ever have in 

the past, with golf all becoming a numbers game I have had to come up with different ways to get 

my message across to the large and differing client base I work with. 

Not a week or even a lesson goes by where I don’t hear have you seen that video clip of Rory 

Mcilroy, or have you heard about those latest Trackman numbers coming out of the different tours? 

In order to be relevant and current I am having to learn and keep up with trends at an alarming rate. 

Having access to the likes of Trackman, K-Vest and fitting facilities allows me to give all my clients a 

more complete golfing experience.  

In the last year I have had many great successes with my clients, but the ones that are often most 

rewarding are the late night messages of “thank you I broke 100.” A message from a parent saying 

“thank you Mike won his first junior league game”. I have the privilege of working with Letsoso 

Letsai an up and coming superstar player who almost pulled off a tour card at the final stage of tour 

school earlier in the year, I expect massive things from him this year! 

All my formative coaching years were at the Momentum Gary Player Golf Experience and I am very 

lucky to have been part of such a talented team that helped drive my progress at a rapid rate. It was 

great to learn and work with the likes of Richard Kaplan, Adriaan Van Pletzen, Ignis Van Der Merwe, 

Bernard van de Meeberg and Sheldon Steyn. I ran and coached the Golf4All program the largest 

beginners program in the country it helped by putting such a diverse and varied client in front of me 

day after day. In my time at the Momentum Gary Player Golf Experience I completed over twenty 

five thousand lessons. 

I am now lucky to work with and call a friend Master PGA Professional Phil Simmons, what he has 

taught me and opened my eyes to, is an entire new perspective on golf, golf operations and golf 

coaching. I am able to coach now in such a manner that I have the skill set and opportunity to give 

my clients more of my time and communicate with them in such a way that we are always in touch. I 

am looking forward to rest of the year, the long hours coaching in the elements, the ups and downs 

with client’s performances, new technologies and what they may offer and the hope that all the 

effort put in will reap rewards for the people who have intrusted me to nurture their golf game.   

 

Thank you once again, 

Stuart Blackie 

AAA PGA PROFESSIONAL 

 

 


